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Government Attacks
on Environmental Laws
Confirm Worst Fears
by the Mexican Action Network on Free
Trada IRMALCI

The authorities responsible for
environmental protection in Mexico are
seeking Congressional approval of a
package of reforms that would trans-
form the General Law of Ecological
Equilibrium and Environmental Protec-
tion (LGEEPA). The package has as its
principal objective the elimination of
environmental regulations that aÍe
applied to national and foreign invest-
ment.

This action is part of the govern-
ment's effort to find a way out of the
current economic crisis by attracting
yet more foreign capital. At the same
time, it runs contrary to the process of
citizen consultation in¡tiated several
months ago in order to improve envi-
ronmental legislation, in that the opin-
ions voiced by numerous environmental
specialists and groups were completely
disregarded. Also disregarded were the
commitments made by the Mexican
government in various international
agreements.

ln response, the Mexican Action
Network on Free Trade (RMALC)
published the following declaration:

NO TO THE DISMANTLING OF
ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION

l. The regrettable and radical package
of reforms of the General Law of
Ecological Equilibrium and Environmen-
tal Protect¡on promoted by the Presi-
dent of the National Ecology lnstitute
(lNE) and the Federal Attorney General
for Environmental Protection
(PROFEPA}:

a) confirms the worst fears of the
environmental communities in this
country the United States and Canada,
as expressed during the NAFTA debate,
that the Mexican government would
seek to weaken its environmental
protection laws in order to promote
economic growth and attract foreign
¡nvestmenU

b) constitutes the final stage in the
gradual process of dismantling Mexican
environmental legislation that was
initiated upon NAFTA's approval with
the repeal of the Forestry Law and

which has continued under the current
administration, as proven by actions
carried out by the authorities which are
described in an annex to this dec-
laration;

c) represents the reduction of the
threshold of environmental protection
to such a degree that these rules are
often derogated or reduced to their
most minimal expression, such as can
be appreciated by the following ele-
ments of the reform Package:

1 ) a marked increase in the discre-
tion granted to the authorities in en-
forcing the Law and in the elimina-
tion from the Law of the compulsory
criteria of environmental policy, in
contempt of the legislative branch;

2l the relinquishing of Federal au-
thority on environmental matters of
a nat¡onal scope, supposedlY in
order to transfer them to the states,
which have even fewer resources
available to deal with them, based
on the unlikely concept of
'decentralization' and "New
Federalism', thus creating vacuums
of authority;
3) the elimination of stipulations on
social participation in environmental
protection, as well as the rules on
participation by communities, even
indigenous communities, in the man-
agement of environmental policy on
a regional or local level, and
particularly that related to decision-
making on natural resources in
protected areas. Likewisq it
eliminates dispositions that currently
recognize the legal right of persons
to demand, before administrative
and judicial authorities, observance
of the Law by the authorities, as
well as by individuals;

4) the establishment, in the chapter
that refers to the 'Right to lnforma-
tion', of a set of rules with all of the
obstacles to restrict its exercise,
const¡tuting a sadly comical scheme
that is disrespectful of society;

5) the granting of legal supremacy
and prevalence to the Legislation on
Urban Development over the
Env¡ronmental Law subordinating,
impairing and making useless the
stipulations of the latter;

6) the thwarting, rather than
strengthening, of the principal tools
of environmental policy provided for
in the Law, particularly "environ-
mental statutes", "environmental
impact assessments" and 'regu-
lation of human establishments";
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Bilateral Tiade
Talks Worry
Citizens' Groups
by Lucho Van lsschot, Ldtin Amer¡ca
Working Group lCanada)

Canada and Chile are in the midst of
b¡lateral trade talks designed as a dress
rehearsal for Chile's incorporation into
NAFTA and as a step towards the
realisation of a hemispheric "free trade"
zone,

ln response, Chilean and Canadian
labour leaders, environmentalists and
other representat¡ves of civil society
are demanding that international labour,
environmental and social standards be
included within the terms of the
agreement. This marks a deParture
from the nscrap the deal" strategies
that were employed, unsuccessfully, to
combat the Canada-U.S. and North
American free-trade agreements in the
late eighties and early nineties and a

recognltion that the labour and
environmental "side agreements" that
Canada signed following the NAFTA
aren't worth the paper they are printed
on,

As the final round of negotiations
draws nearer, the Liberal PartY's
election commitment either to revise or
to scrap NAFTA is being buried. As
lnternational Trade Minister Art
Eggleton recently admitted, since the
United States is unlikely to support any
changes in the NAFTA model, Canada
will not attempt to make any.

The Canada-Chile talks are
particularly disturbing because they will
end up dignifying a labour code that
was introduced by Augusto Pinochet,
the bloody dictator who ruled Chile for
1 7 years. Pinochet's legacy is tragic:
thousands of activists are dead;
poverty rates are double what they
were in 1970; the country is left with a
$21 billion debt, massive deforestation,
the reckless use of pesticides in the
agro-export sector, and a military
budget that still outstrips government
spending on housing, health and
education, combined.

Another outgrowth of the Pinochet
era is a weakly regulated mining sector.
ln response to public criticism that

Øntinued on page 12
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NEGATIVE
RETURNS AND
FUTURE PENSIONS
by Andrés Bustos González,
Confederación de Empleados Particulares
de Chile ICEPCHI

Chile's privatized pension system is
being held out as a model for other
countries to emulate. Before anyone
rushes to copy it, however, a closer
examination of the real costs and
benefits of that system should be
undertaken.

The country's pens¡on system was
privatized as part of the Social Security
Reform adopted in 1981. The latter
was imposed by decree following the
implementation of the 1978 Labour
Plan at a t¡me when the labour
movement was extremely weak.
Through this reform, the Pension Fund
Administration (AFPI was privatized
and the protection of workers and their
families was left to the mercy of
market forces.

The most recent figures released by
the AFP superintendency with respect
to the negative returns on the
investment of the Pension Funds for
1 995 have caused a great deal of
concern. lt is important to remember
that these funds are the property of the
workers.

The real returns on individual ac-
counts fell to -4 percent last year;
those most affected are precisely those

with the lowest incomes. Workers who
retired in 1995 saw their accumulated
pension reduced by the equivalent of
two-years'-worth of contributions
without any possibility of regaining this
loss. The impact is even greater on
those who retired early due to a
disability, since their lifetime benefits
will be reduced accordingly. This also
means that the approximately 95,000
pensioners who chose to receive
programmed monthly withdrawals from
their savings accounts wlll receive
incomes 12-15 percent lower in 1996
than in 1995.

Today the system has turned into a
real puzzle, where workers must be
concerned with stock market trends,
when the best time to retire is, and
whether programmed withdrawals or an
annuity fund is more appropriate and
when to make this decision. ln other
words, workers must become experts
in f inancial forecasting. The great
majority, however, lack the capacity to
make an informed decision based on a
rigorous examination of the advantages
and disadvantages of the different
types of pension plans being offered.

Meanwhile, a significant number of
workers are, for all intents and pur-
poses, marginalized from this security
system, condemned to depend on a
minimal subsidy from the government.
This is the case of the great majority of
seasonal f ruit workers, unprotected
mine workers, small-scale fishermen,
and longshoremen forced into unem-
ployment by mechanization, many of
whom are unable to make monthly
contributions to the pension funds. lf
this situation is not resolved soon,
hundreds of thousands of Chileans will
be condemned to extreme poverty. At
the same time, the process of

concentration of AFP property in the
hands of a relatively few national and
foreign groups has accelerated. The
small AFPs are being absorbed by the
larger ones, leading to the disappear-
ance of such funds as LABORAL, EL
TIBERTADOR, BANGUARDIA,
OUALITAS, INVIERTA, PREVIPAN,
FOMNTA and, more recently, the Plan
Vital AFB which bought up the
Concordia AFP. Today only 15 AFPs
remain of the 22 that existed in 1995,
and this concentration will increase
with the introduction of commercial-
bank administration of the pension
funds,

According to the macroeconomic
indicators published by the government,
the rate of growth in the economy in
1 995 surpassed seven percent. The
unemployment rate was less than six
percent and the inflation rate only 8.2
percent. Per capita income was
US$5,000. Furthermore, the AFP
companies registered profits. Despite
all this, the return on the pension fund
investments was negative.

The current crisis necessitates a

careful review of the social security
programs. A social policy must be
established whereby the state can
regain an active, though not paternal-
istic, role in the improvement of the
standard of living of Chilean workers.
This is not about returning to the past,
but rather, given the current reality,
about introducing important modifica-
tions that will democratize the AFP
system, increase the benef its to its
contr¡butors, establ¡sh emPloyer
contributions, and generate social
mechanisms that, with the active
participation of the state, will allow fcr
universal coverage in the social security
system. €.
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CUBA EMBARGO
STIRS CONTROVERSY

by
GA

Karen Hansen-Kuhn, The Development
P

One of the contradictions inherent
in the Clinton Administration's trade
policy has been highlighted in the
recent controversy over implement-
ation of the 'Helms-Burton' Act, a law
that has signif icantly tightened the
U.S. embargo on trade with Cuba.
While the Administration has
supported the expansion of free-trade
agreements in most of the Americas,
as well as the continuation of most-
favored-nation status for China despite
its human and labour-rights record, it
has agreed to extraordinary measures
to limit international economic
relations with Cuba.

' Helms-Burtonn refers respectively
to the principal Senate and House
sponsors of the "Cuban Liberty and
Democratic Solidarity Act of 1996,'
which, besides further limiting trade
would restrict the entry into the United
States of foreign businesspersons
whose firms invest in Cuba. lt would
also enable U.S. citizens whose
property has been national¡zed by the
Cuban government to sue foreigners
who purchase an equity interest in,
manage, enter into loint ventures
related to, or otherwise "traffic' in
that property. The bill had been lan-
guishing in Congress for months, with
reports that President Clinton would
veto it were it approved. However,
the 24 February downing of two
airplanes operated by the Cuban exile
group, Brothers to the Rescue, by the
Cuban military led the U.S. Congress
and Clinton to approve the bill within a
matter of days.

While the law has strong support
from conservative quarters, particular-
ly those Cuban-American groups that
vehemently oppose the Castro govern-
ment, ¡t has also engendered strong
opposition, including that voiced at a
recent meeting in Canada by Mexican
President Ernesto Zedillo and Canadian
Prime Minister Jean Chretien.

On 28 June, a ministerial-level
meeting of the NAFTA Commission
was held on the issue as the first step
in the process of possibly convening
an off icial dispute-resolution panel.
The Canadian and Mexican
governments contend that the Helms-
Burton law violates U.S. commitments

under NAFTA on ¡nvestment and
service rules, as well as those on the
temporary entry of businesspersons.

Should the matter reach a formal
dispute panel, however, the United
States might cite article 21 02 o'f

NAFTA, which provides exceptions to
allow a party to the agreement to take
any actions "that it considers neces-
sary for the protection of its essential
security interests." The downside of
using that argument, of course, is that
it could serve to diminish the interest
of other Latìn American countries in
joining NAFTA. Many presently see
NAFTA membership as a protection
against U.S. unilateral political or
economic action.

Both the Canadian and Mexican
governments are considering changes
in their laws that would block the
effective implementation of the Helms-
Burton Act. Canada plans to pass
legislation that would direct its courts
to refuse to recognize and enforce any
judgments that require compensation
f rom f irms that benef it f rom
expropriated U.S. property in Cuba.
Challenges to the law have also been
lodged in the United Nations, the
Organization of American States and
the World Trade Organization.

Opposition to the Helms-Burton law
has also gathered strength within the
United States. The National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers, the U.S. Cham-
ber of Commerce, the National Foreign
Trade Council and other business
groups urged President Clinton to
waive Title lll of the law which allows
suits against foreign companies in-
vesting in nationalized property of U.S.
citizens. According to an article in the
Washington fust, these groups fear
that the enforcement of Title lll would

jeopardize U.S. economic interests
abroad by generating retaliatory
measures.

On 16 July Clinton announced that
he would exercise his right to waive
implementation of Title lll, delaying its
implementation until 1 February, well
after the upcoming presidential
election. He emphasized that he was
in basic agreement with the bill's
objectives but planned to work with
allied governments to implement other
measures to isolate Cuba. He did not
elaborate on what those measures
would be or why those countries
would suddenly decide to endorse the
U.S. policy.

Among U.S. citizens' groups, the
Latin America Working Group (LAWG)

- which comprises religious, develop-
ment, solidarity and policy
organisations -- has taken the lead in
opposing the Helms-Burton Act. ln an
11 July letter, 35 member
organisations urged President Clinton
to waive T¡tle lll of the Act. 'First of
all," the groups declared, "if you fail to
waive Title lll, normalization of
relations with Cuba will be next to
impossible, and the misery of the
Cuban people will continue unabated,..
The United States, instead of
promoting interminable divisiveness,
should be encouraging dialogue and
reconciliation between Cubans and
Cuban-Americans. Furthermore, the
people of Cuba have endured a four-
decades-long embargo; we need a

different approach. Whatever the
problems the United States may have
had with the Cuban government, it is
clearly immoral for the United States
government to take it out on the
people of Cuba.' t
hr more information on the Cuha Task

Force, contact the IAWG lU,S.) at 202-
546-70lO or e-mail at lawg@igc,apc,org

ANNOUNCING

http : I I www. vyeb. net/comfront
CHALLENGING FREE TRADE IN THE AMERICAS

A Project of Common Frontiers

Features of this new 'World rWide V/eb site include:

/ information on Chile and Free Trade

/ \ryWW Links to other fair trade resources online

/ English, French and Spanish information
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RMALC: FIVE YEARS
OF CITIZEN ACTION
by Victor Osorio, RMALC

On 11 April 1991, a very diverse
group of citizens' organisations decided
to formally constitute the Mexican
Action Network on Free Trade (Red

Mexicana de Acción f rente al Libre
Comercio, RMALCI. The network was
established to articulate a citizens'
response, both on a national level and
with counterparts in Canada and the
United States, to the governmental
initiative to establish a North American
Free Trade Agreement.

The establishment of RMALC was
undertaken within an extremely complex
political context and has been a part of
the effort to develop new forms of
participation by civil soc¡ety in matters
of public interest. RMALC is one of the
multiple expressions of movements and
organisations that have given a new
impetus to the struggle for democracy
and social lustice in the 1990s

Throughout its f irst f ive yearsr
RMALC has managed to incorporate a
number of distinctive features in its
work. They include:

Plunlity. Since its founding, RMALC
has been composed of an enriching
mixture of "traditional" social
organisations (unions, family-farm and
indigenous groups, urban popular move-
ments, etc.), civic organisations
{environmental, education, promotion,
and research groups) and researchers
and activists who participate as
individuals in the Network.

Flexibility. RMALC has a simple
structure, which has been adapted to
the needs emerging from the different
situations that have arisen. The Net-
work has managed to adhere to the
principle of consensus in decision-
making, developing at the same time
agile and eff icient mechanisms to
implement the initiatives upon which its
decisionmaking bodies have agreed.

The combínatìon of diverse forms of
action. The Network has employed, at
different times, quite varied forms of
political action, which have included:
public dissemination and popular
education (through its newsletter
Alternat¡vas, materials distributed by
electronic mail, books and pamphlets,
workshops, lorums, and mass-media
activities); research, critical analysis of
government initiatives and policies, and
the development of alternative proposals
(all of which are represented in
numerous documents that have played

an important role in the public discussion
of economic integration and trade
liberalization); and attempts to influence
the process of negotiation of NAFTA
and other economic accords (through
mobilizations, public acts, and advocacy
act¡vities vis-a-vis national and
international decisionmaking bodies).

The willingness to establish broad
alliances on a national level. RMALC
has managed to establish a dialogue
with very diverse actors in civil society
and with pol¡tical parties, which in many
cases have translated into short,
medium and long-term alliances to
inf luence government policies on
economic integration and trade liberal-
ization. Standing out among those
alliances are relationships developed
with groups of small and medium busi-
nesses that have experienced with
particular acuteness the negative effects
of the current development model and
that are attempting to free themselves
from the mechanisms of corporatist
control that have prevented their
participation in decisions that directly
affect them; and those established with
diverse citizens' organisations that
attempt to make their own contributions
to the process for peace with justice and
dignity in Chiapas.

The wíllingness fo establish broad
alliances on an international level. ln lhe
development of the Network, the
support and accompaniment of its
counterparts in Canada (particularly the
Action Canada Networkl and in the
United States (particularly the Alliance
for Responsible Trade) have played a
very important role. With those
coalitions and others in this hemisphere,
Europe, Asia and other parts of the
world, RMALC has managed to establish
strong links that have included the
permanent exchange of information and
points of view shared reflection on
strategies, and the development of joint
actions.

The capacity for proposal develop-
ment. The Network has complemented
its research and analysis work on
current economic integration and trade
liberalization policies with an effort to
develop alternative proposals. The
principal products of that effort are the
Proposal to Renegotiate NAFTA - which
includes a set of modif ications of
practically every one of the chapters of
the agreement in order to convert it into
an instrument that effectively
contributes to iust trade and sustainable
development and the Plan for
Economic Becovery and Sustainable
Development, which served as the basis
for a proposed package of twelve
national economic measures submitted
f or public review in a Liberty
Referendum signed ultimately by more
than 429,000 Mexicans.

The incorporation of these elements
has not been easy to achieve. The
Network has had to deal with the weak-

ness of many of its member
organisations, a product in large measure
of the harassment to which the
government has subiected them. This
action has impeded their contributing
greater human and material resources to
the consolidation of this collective
effort. RMALC has also had to deal with
the unwillingness of the authorities to
supply complete and timely information
and to listen to the opinions of organized
sectors that are not under its control, as
well as with the insuff iciency of access
to the mass media and with a general
incapacity to involve organisations in the
interior of the country and other sectors
of the populat¡on (artists, young people,
traders, etc.) that could potentially be
interested in its work.

Among the challenges that confront
the Network after f ive years, the
following stand out:

- To sustain and improve its work of
cit¡zen monitoring of the performance
of NAFTA and its institutions,
documenting their economic and
social ¡mpacts and developing
alternative proposals.

- To broaden its perspective so as to
develop analyses and alternative
proposals to governmental proposals
for economic integration with other
geographic areas (Latin America and
the Caribbean, Europe, and the Asia-
Pacific region).

- To articulate its actions with other
networks and citizens' organ¡sations
that are advancing proposals on

' social and political reform, while
maintaining its identity and fostering
its specif ic contribution to the
construction of a social agenda for
the democratic transformation of
Mexico.

- To strengthen relations with those
organisations in various parts of the
world that share basic positions in
favor of mechanisms to ensure that
so-called " globalization" is not
produced at the expense of the
environment, labour and social rights,
and the right of each nation to decide
its f uture in a sovereign and
democratic manner.

- To strengthen itself institutionally,
which includes increasing its
membership, making its
organisational f unctioning more
orderly, and professionalizing key
aspects of its daily operations
(dissemination, education,
networking, research, etc.).

To confront these challenges means
to contribute to the effort to open
spaces for citizen participation in the
definition and implementation of public
policies, and therefore to the struggle for
democracy all of which are
inconceivable without a different,
sustainable and just development
model.{.
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MERCOSUR:
THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE COIN
by Jaime Naranjo, Member,
Chilean Chamber of Deputies

Editor's note: The following article is
excerpted from a speech given by Mn
Namnþ at a forum convened by RECHIP
earlier this year. Subsequently, the
presidents of Chile Brazil, Argentina,
hnguay and Uruguay signed an accord
giving associate membership to Chile in
the Southern Cone Common Market
IMERCOSUil. Votes on the rat¡fication
of the agreement are scheduled for
October in the legislatures of the five
countries.

Until very recently, we were all
totally convinced that our debate on
trade would be centred around
NAFTA, and we all had our artillery
ready to deal with this issue. Now
we are being told that our entry into
the MERCOSUR is practically irrevers-
ible.

lf Simon Bolivar were alive today,
perhaps he would be pleased, because
we would be fulfilling his dream of
regional integration, an integration
that many of us have read about and
that many more of us have called for.
Despite this, a dynamic discussion
has not been sparked within the di-
verse social, political and cultural
segments of our country over whether
our entry into this trade bloc is advan-
tageous. The non-existent participa-
tion in a discussion of the issue of the
MERCOSUR must now be added to
the scarce participat¡on which existed
in discussing the issue of NAFTA.

ln this regard, it seems ironic, to
say the least, that our country ¡s
about to celebrate its tenth year of
sustained growth. A few days ago,
the Central Bank announced that Chile
has a per-cap¡ta income of US94,700.
Nevertheless, when people are asked
about whether they are happy with
the type of society that we are con-
structing, most people respond with a
no.

It is in this context that we see the
development of scenarios such as
globalization. lt is currently natural
for countries to integrate with one
another. However, that integration
requires that the societies within
these countries be divided and frag-
mented. This is a contrad¡ction.

lf we analyze what the
MERCOSUR implies for our country,
from a rural or agricultural point of
view it is far more harmful than even
NAFTA.

I will offer figures regarding the
impact so that we may start measur-
ing the consequences. Unfortunately.
people have only wanted to listen to
and talk about the advantages: that a

market ol 2OO million people will be
opened to us and that, consequently,
our economy will be more comPeti-
tive.

But very little or nothing is said
about the costs. We must remember
that in these international agreements
there are always winners and losers.

The economy of a major part of
the rural sector is sustained by agri-
cultural activit¡es. ln this context,
24O,OOO Chilean small-scale farmers
live in regions where the alternative of
modernization simply does not exist.
lf we are to multiply this number by
four, that is close to a million people.
So we are talking about half of the
rural population of this country being
negatively affected by entry into the
MERCOSUR.

Why willthese people be affected?
Because it so happens that Argentine-
ans have an advantage in producing
grain, due to natural agro-ecological
conditions. Thus, when there is no
rain, the cost of producing grain is
one-third of what it costs in Chile,
and, when it rains, it is one-fifth of
that cost. This grain will arrive in
Chile. And those 24O,OOO peasant
producers, with their ten, five or four
hectares, know nothing other than
how to produce grain.

The question then is how are we
going to convert those farms, given
that there is no technology to do so7
We would need a minimum of 20
years for this country to double its
grain production. ln this case we
would need to triple or quadruple grain
production in 15 years. This is not
possible.

ln this same manner I could contin-
ue with the examples of rice, live-
stock and red beets. One could ask:
which regions subsist on rice, red
beets and livestock activity? The
answer is: Region Vll; part of Region
Vlll; and all of Regions lX and X.
These four regions would be left dis-
mantled and with little or no possibili-
ties for modernization.

The signing ol a trade agreement
between Chile and Canada will mean
an advancement towards the incorpo-
ration of chile into NAFTA and the
intensification of the worst aspects of
the current polit¡cal and economic
model. While Chile has been hailed as
an 'economic miracle' and an exam-
ple for other countries to follow there
is a dark side which has been system-
atically ignored.

The current economic policies have
been unable to produce "equitable
development'. Despite ten years of
economic growth, income inequality

has increased consistently. According
to l994figures regarding wage distri-
bution, the 541,O00 wealthiest Chil-
eans (equal to five percent of the
population) received incomes equiva-
lent to those received by 10 million
Chileans.

The Chilean economy has been
inundated by a flow of dollars due to
export growth, direct foreign invest-
ment and the flow of short-term spec-
ulative capital. This has resulted in
the revaluation of the peso and a

situetion that translates into receiving
fewer dollars per unit exported. For
example, in 1 995 the fruit export
sector suffered a loss of 100 million
dollars, close to 10 percent of total
exports, due to the fluctuations in
exchange rates. This loss has been
compensated for by employers using
creative means of making emPloY-
ment more irregular and by expanding
the use of temporary or casual work.

Economic growth has produced
social disintegration: these policies
have inspired export-based economic
growth, which generates lower wag-
es, uncertain employment and a low-
skilled labour force. The continuity of
the Pinochet labour code with minor
modif ications and the practice of
labour market flexiblity promoted by
Pinochet has produced a labour mar-
ket in which two-fifths of the labour
force receives wages that are below
the minimum necessary to cover the
basic needs of an average family unit.
A large portion of the seasonal work-
ers who enter the labour force dre
kept at a low wage rate. The inci-
dence of child labour (the employrnent
of youths between the ages of 1 3 and
171 increased by 50 percent between
1987 and 1 992. The uncertainty of
incomes, the break-up of families,
alcoholism and drug abuse are only
some of the "collateral damage" from
the successful application of
neoliberal economic policies.

After 25 years, the level of pov-
erty has not improved. ln 1994, it re-
turned to what it was in 1970: 28.5
percent of the population. The differ-
ence now is that per-capita income is
at US$4,500, and the poor are being
burdened by excessive work.

These policies have destroyed the
ecosystems and the environment:
export promot¡on and the growth
based on exports have translated into
80 percent of Chilean exports being
based on the extraction and basic
processing of natural resources. Each
one of these dynamic poles of the
export model shows signs of ecologi-
cal collapse. Arsenic and lead efflu-
ents from mining projects have poi-
soned the water and run to the coast-
al bays, causing the extermination of
different life forms. Mining activities

Continued on page 6
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in Chile's arid north have appropriated
the water resources on which indige-
nous commun¡ties depend for live-
stock and crops, putting them at risk
of extinction. The industrial over-
exploitation of f ish resources has
eliminated species of marine life, and
the salmon aquaculture has poisoned
the lakes of southern Chile. The ex-
tensive use of pesticides for fruit
cultivation in the three agro-export
valleys has altered the chromosome
structures of the women and men
workers, thus increasing the incidence
of genetic mutations. The explosive
growth in the exploitation of forests
has meant an end to wood and cellu-
lose diversity, the destruction of bio-
diversity, the loss of native forests
and the loss of productive resources
of sectors linked to small-scale
agriculture. Meanwhile the land is
being used as plantations for artif icial
eucalyptus and pine forests, which
will later be exported as chips or cel-
lulose fibre for the production of fax
paper in the north.

The export-based model and the
political transition that accompanies it
have produced a 'low-intensity de-
mocracy", one that is incapable of
representing popular interests. The
dictator of the previous regime is still
the Commander-ln-Chief of the Army.
Military power has not been subordi-
nated to civilian power, One-third of
the Senate seats remain in Pinochet's
hands. A system of bi-nominal repre-
sentation, instead of an electoral sys-
tem based on proportional representa-
tion, does not allow for smaller par-
ties to have their corresponding repre-
sentation in congress.

ln addition to the "authoritarian
enclaves" inherited from the military
regime, the integration of Chilean
society into the global economy has
also played a part in lim¡t¡ng democ-
racy.

On one hand, the government has
a very limited capacity to determine
the basic instruments of economic
policy; on the other hand, the political
class plays the role of ensuring stabili-
ty for foreign productive and financial
investors, preventing the emergence
of collective players that may inter-
vene and modify the functioning of
the market. The success of the
model has meant that policies and
even democratic political spaces are
subordinate to the requirements of the
export-based model and to the needs
of foreign investors.

The dark side of the Chilean mira-
cle, briefly outlined above, is not re-
flected in the impressive macro-eco-
nomic indicators utilized in the neolib-
eral structural adjustment programs.
The last 25 years of socioeconomic
show that the costs of this adjust-
ment are not simply transitional, but
structural, as well.

The previously mentioned points
demonstrate that the signing of a
trade agreement [with Canadal based
on the current NAFTA will produce
greater social and environmental
costs. The country would be best
served by the postponement of the
signing of the agreement due to the
following concerns:

1. The non-compliance with cur-
rent labour and environmental laws.
ln the case of both laws, there exists
no effective means by which to regu-
late compliance ln the case of labour
laws, the current code does not in-
clude the basic rights recognized by
the different international organisa-
tions. ln this context, the approval of
the labour reforms, which are still
pending in congress, is crucial.

2. The non+xistence of even a
minimum of debate or information
regarding the impacts that this agree-
ment could produce. Moreover, the
non-existence of labour or environ-
mental impact studies reinforces this
notion.

3, The ineffectiveness of the
NAFTA side agreements in the en-
forcement of norms. Any trade agree-
ment reached with Canada must in-
clude labour and environmental
clauses in the body of the text. €.
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THE MEXICAN MODEL
AND THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITY: SOME
PERSPECTIVES

by Alejandro Villamar, RMALC

At a plenary meeting of the for-
eign-affairs ministers of the European
Union (EU) held in Brussels on 13
May, it was agreed that a Commis-
sion of Experts would prepare a plan
to begin negotiations with Mexico on
an Agreement on Free Trade, Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Political Con-
currence. Their decision marks an
important step in the strengthening of
relations between Mexico and the
European Union.

The backdrop for this developing
relationship can be found in "The
Framework Agreement for Coopera-
tion" signed with the EU in 1991, in
European concerns that emerged after
the signing of NAFTA, and in Mex-
ico's entry into the OECD in May
1994, as well as in Mexico's intense
private meetings and recent signing of
financial and investment-protection
agreements with Spain, Norway and
France. These developments f all
within the context of Mexico's efforts
to diversify its trade relations, as well
as to generate foreign-investment
f lows, especially given the current
economic crísis and the country's
international financial commitments.

Although the EU is Mexico's sec-
ond largest trading partner, commer-
cial exchanges with it constitute less
than ten percent of Mexico's total.
Mexico has historically run a trade
deficit with Europe; its exports to the
EU reached US93.375 billion and
imports US$6.724 billion in 1995.
The latter have consisted mostly of
equipment, motors and manufacturing
goods, while Mexico's exports have
been oil, petrochemicals, some manu-
factured goods, and agricultural prod-
ucts.

Despite recent European studies
showing that Mexico runs a global
agricultural trade deficit, the fears and
objections of some of the European
countries that have been skeptical
about the proposed agreement are
centered on matters related to farm

Continued on pge I



COMMENTARY and repressive actions. This climate
prevalent on the borders is the result
of institutionalized racism and the
racist propaganda whipped up by the
likes of Sen. Diane Fe¡nstein (D-Cali-

fornia), Gov. Pete Wilson (R-Califor-

nia), Lamar Smith, Alan SimPson, Pat

Buchanan and the David Dukes of the
Ku Klux Klan."

"The repressive climate set for the
borders can be seen in manY forms,
but of particular importance is the
reality the Border Patrol paints for
itself," Cipriana Jurado, Co-chair of
SNEEJ's Border Justice CamPaign'
explained in an interview. "The brutal
beatings in Riverside, California and
the countless deaths of PeoPle as a
result of high-speed chases bY the
Border Patrol that have been on the
news for weeks are examPles of Bor-
der Patrol programmatic actions and
not isolated incidents."

The 3,000-mile border, which
touches four Southwestern U.S.

states and six Northern Mexico
states, is patrolled and controlled by

the Border Patrol of the U.S.

lmmigration and Naturalization Service
(lNS). To exercise tighter control,
permanent highway checkpoints were
established decades ago and are now
located on all roads leading to and
from border cities and towns as far as

25 miles inland in both the United
States and Mexico.

Long-time South Texas resident
and communitY-labour organizer
Chavel Lopez condemns the repres-
sive nature of the INS border practic-
es. "The Border Patrol has sniffing
dogs at most checkpoints and routine-
ly will bring the dog into your car to
stiff for drugs. Additional 'lightning'
checkpoints are randomlY set uP on
different county and state roads,
stopping all cars in the middle of the
night and checking the car's occu-
pants, opening the car trunk searching
for drugs.'

The INS has a historY of launching
military-type operations, such as
Operation Wet Back in the 1950s
More recently, Operation Gatekeeper
has been conducted in the San Ysidro
sector of California and Baja Califor-
nia. And, in the desert land linking
Anapra, Coahuila in Mexico and Sun-
land Park, New Mexico, as well as in
El Paso/Ciudad Juarez, it has been
Operation Hold the L¡ne.

According to newspapers, in the
last year the INS and its Border Patrol
have placed more than 1,000 new
agents on the southern border, bring-
ing their total to more than 5,000' ln
a year of unprecedented federal bud-

get cuts, spending on the INS and its
Border Patrol has been augmented
signif icantly.

As a co-chair of SNEEJ's Border
Justice Campaign, lhave traveled
throughout the U.S./Mexico border
region and can say that the whole of
the border has suddenly been "milita-
rized" in f unction, even though it may
not be policy or law. A virtual "state
of siege" is ever present on the bor-
der. The Border Patrol stops you .iust
for looking "suspicious", which most
of the time means being brown-look-
ing folk.

ln such an environment of rePres-

sion and terror, nerves are getting
frayed. Recently, in the Eagle Pass,

Ti;xas area, a firefight erupted on the
border resulting in the death of an

officer of the Border Patrol. After
each such incident, border residents
fear the possible escalation of the
undeclared "Border War". The Nation-
al Guard and the U.S. Marines have
already been brought in. TheY Per-
form numerous secondary tasks, such
as patrolling secondary search areas
and welding and building the "Steel
Berlin Wall".

This border divide starts about a

quarter-mile inside the Pacific Ocean,
splitting lnternational Friendship Park'
which used to connect both sides of
the border in one beach, and runs for
miles past Tiiuana. The ten-feet-high
wall is made of steel platoon bridges
left over f rom the Vietnam War, and it
is topped by razor-sharp military-style
barbed wire. At intervals along the
wall, video cameras and high-beam
spotlights are run by remote control
f rom the communications centers,
where the Border Patrol also monitors
sensors once used to detect traffic on
the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Similar walls'
now exist between Tiiuana and San
Diegq between Nogales and Douglas,
Arizona, and between Anapra, Chihua-
hua and Sunland Park, New Mexico.
Slowly, the "Steel Berlin Wall" is
being extended f rom the Pacif ic
Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. €'

.¡-¡

BORDERING ON A
STATE OF SIEGE

by Ruben Solis, Southwest Network for
Environmental and Economic Justice/
Border Justice CamPaign

lmmigration reform remains a hot
topic in Washington. The lmmigration
in the National lnterest Act
lH.R.22O2l, introduced by Rep. Lamar
Smith (R-Texas), cleared the House in
March with overwhelming Republican
support. The Senate has aPProved a

similar bill introuced by Sen' Orrin
Hatch (R-Utah). A conference com-
mittee will meet soon to iron out the
differences.

lmmigration activists are urging
that President Clinton not sign this bill
into law. H.R.22O2 would, among
other things, dramatically increase the
number of U.S. Border Patrol agents.
Rather than address the underlying
economic conditions in Mexico leading
people to migrate to the United
States, this legislation would only
serve to increase the extreme tension
and militarization in the border region.

"The speeches of Pat Buchanan
about closing the borders between the
U.S. and Mexico echoed across the
halls of the Un¡ted States Congress,
saying to immigrants, 'not
welcomed'', says Jose Bravo, of the
Southwest Network f or Environmental
and Economic Justice (SNEEJ) in San
Antonio 'The national political rheto-
ric went as far as making Buchanan
the champion for re-establishing the
good-ole Jim Crow days of 'whites
only'. Buchanan and the right advo-
cates are for closing the U.S./Mexico
border, building more 'Steel Berlin
walls' on the border, using more ex-
tensively the military forces such as
Marines and National Guard, and
building huge'concentration camps'
lor deportees."

fn the opinion of David Ctuz, orga-
nizer Íor the Southwest Public Work-
ers' Union (SPWU), "Much of this
campaign by the RePublican right
seems to be based on fear, xenoPho-
bia, racism and white suPremacism'
The federalizing of proposition 187,
passing English-only laws, dismantling
affirmative action programs, and the
closing of the borders are all part of
the same climate of repressive laws
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products. ln fact, these same studies
recommend that European tariff pro-
tection be maintained against agricul-
tural goods such as "...bee honey,
asparagus, plantain, strawberries,
tobacco and fish products, in which
the Mexican potential for export may
affect European products or the
products of certain EU trade
partners. "

Official Mexican declarations pro-
ject an increase in Mexican exports of
at least 20 percent as a result of the
trade accord with the EU and the
removal of European tariffs on flow-
ers, mangoes, beans, chemicals,
medicines, textiles, f ur and other
products. There is no doubt that such
an agreement would result in
increases in the export of some
Mexican products. However, there is
no reason to believe that significant
change could be achieved overnight.
It is very possiblg for example, that
fish and seafood would be included in
the list of "sensitive products", to
which a 'progressive" trade
liberalization would apply. Affected
would be tuna, which is the Mexican
f ish product with the greatest
potential for export.

While little has been said about the
prospective increase in and effects of
European exports to Mexico, some
European government representatives
have expressed their interest in the
privatization and purchasing of Mexi-
can petrochemical plants, in conces-
sions related to the energy, tele-
communications and tourism sectors,
as well as in recovering U.S. and Latin
American markets nvia Mexico"
(specifically on behalf of VVW-Bietz,
Peugeot-Citröen, and Alcatel, among
others). Government officials and
business leaders from both sides have
been developing a series of
agreements on matters of financial
security, joint ventures, training
programs, technical assistance and
export promot¡on. ln f inancial
matters, from the little that is known
publicly, at least two things are
essential Íor the Europeans: the
freedom 1o repatriate the profits from
investments and the acceptance of
unconditional international arbitration
in cases under dispute.

As for matters of international
cooperation and assistance, it is im-
portant to look at the exper¡ences of
Europe's former colonies that have
encountered notoriously unequal rela-
tions in trade with the EU under the
Treaty of Lomé. Under the Treaty,
so-called bilateral or multilateral
cooperation has been used by

European corporations to obtain
various concessions related to natural-
resource exports or even to influence
the direction of the local economy.
Amongst the most notable examples
are the concessions on the
exploitation of f ishing grounds by
European fishing fleets, the unjust
Senegalese fish-import arrangements
and the agreements reached on the
export of beef f rom African countries
with high levels of malnutrition.

ln the pursuit of true international
cooperation, existing social and eco-
nomic inequalities must be taken into
account. ln the case of a trade agree-
ment with the EU, this means that
Mexico should enjoy preferential trad-
ing status without having to grant
equivalent concessions. At the same
time, it is essential that the EU's
many f inancial, technical and
scientific resources be available for
Mexico's sustainable development,
particularly in its fishing industry. The
members of the EU make up the
majority of the industrialized countries
that agreed at the 1992 Earth Summit
in Rio to contribute at least 0.07
percent ol their GDP towards
assisting the sustainable development
of less industrialized countries; it
would be regrettable if Mexico were
to miss the opportunity to press this
point during the upcoming
negotiations.

Meanwhile, the Mexican govern-
ment has suggested the opening of a
political dialogue through periodic
meetings aüended by high-level minis-
terial and sectoral representatives.
However, ¡t has rejected outright a
proposal made by European parliamen-
tary and governmental representatives
last year to include a clause on
democracy in a prospective
agreement.

This issue notwithstanding, the
profound economic, financial and
political inequalities that exist
between Mexico and the European
Union could result in decisions that
are unfair to the Mexican people. An
explicit example are the statements
made in recent months by various
European prime ministers and
chancellors who have visited Mexico
and expressed their opinions favoring
the intensif ication of economic
reforms and adjustments, as well as
of the privatization process, and on
other important matters that should,
in fact, be decided within Mexico.
None of these distinguished visitors
have uttered a single word about
plans that might be developed to
address Mexico's foreign debt or
about any changes that might be

made in the orthodox monetarist poli-
cies of the international financial insti-
tutions.

It is important to keep in mind
that, in the international arena and
through various multilateral
organisations, the EU has been
pressuring countries to accept a

number of policies and legal
instruments that are favorable to their
corporations' interests. Among these
is the proposal f or a multilateral
Agreement on the Protection of ln-
vestments, which has already been
rejected by a number of developing
countries on the grounds that giving
foreign capital national or local treat-
ment threatens national sovereignty
and favors speculative investment and
large multinationals,

At the same time, however, there
are diverse forces in Europe that wish
to see established more equitable ties
with Mexico that are respectful of our
sovereignty. These include an impor-
tant sector of the European Parlia-
ment, some government repfesenta-
tives, organisations of producers, and
social and non-governmental
organisations.

The nature of the future agreement
between Mexico and the EU is well
beyond what we know as a financial-
trade agreement. ïo summarize, we
are at a crossroads. This agreement
could either accentuate Mexico's
increasingly externally dependent,
highly exclusive and unjust export-
based economic model or it could
constitute an opportunity to
moderate, balance and distribute the
benefits of the country's development
course.

ln light of the NAFTA experience -
both its negotiation and its conse-
quences for Mexico - it is essential to
highlight the importance of aiming for
broader participation on the part of
legislatures, political parties, small and
medium-scale producers and non-
governmental organisations in the
negotiations of an agreement between
Mexico and the EU. To leave these
negotiations to those conspicuous
forces traditionally represented in
such talks could produce the same
mistakes that were committed in the
case of NAFï4. lncreasing the broad
participation of Mexican society and
ensuring that the talks are approached
in an integral, multisectoral manner
would help to ensure that this accord
truly serves Mexico's broader and
more far-reaching interests. €.
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prof itable corporations and wealthy
Canadians. Our measures include a

wealth-transfer tax, new marginal tax
brackets for those earning incomes
over $ 100,000, and eliminating some
of the most wasteful corPorate tax
subsidies and loopholes. lt should be
noted that, over a five-year period, 80
percent of the new revenue to cover
budget outlays would by generated by

a revitalized economY, with more
employed people and healthier busi-
nesses paying more taxes and with
fewer people dePending on social
assistance. Our budget Plan would
eliminate the deficit and, more impor-
tantly, make a significant dent in the
debt by the year 2001.

Recognizing the need for cooPera-
tion among nations to deal w¡th the
problems that global integration and
mobile capital pose for national efforts
to create jobs and raise living stan-
dards, our alternative proposals include
a Tobin tax on private sPeculative
capital flows, as well as internat¡onal
measures to limit the abilitY of
transnat¡onal capital to push down
social and environmental standards and
taxes, measures that would require
fundamental changes in NAFTA, for
example Ultimately, without
cooperation among nations in the
establishment of mechanisms to
promote stable, equitable and sustain-
able development, the success of
national efforts would be diminished.

Would the money markets effec-
tively veto our budget because it is out
of step with neo-liberal orthodoxy and

spark a run on the Canadian dollar that
would lead to econom¡c chaos? We

think not. There could well be a period

of short-term financial instability. We
anticipate a modest decline in the value
of the dollar and a modest increase in
inflation - effects that are positive in

terms of our goals. Overall, any short-
term costs would be far outweighed by
the benefits to the great majority of
Canadians.

The most important challenge, I

believe, is to break the ideological spell
of crippling passivity in the face of
what are claimed to be uncontrollable
global forces. This Powerful mYth
subverts democracy and breeds a

politics of resignation and despair. The
Alternative Federal Budget helps to
break the spell. I
hr more information about the Alternative
Federal Budget, or to receive copies of the
fumework and popular documents, contact
the Act¡on Canada Network at (613)
233-t 764.

THE 'ALTERNATIVE
FEDERAL BUDGET'':
A CITIZENS' PROPOSAL

by Bruce Campbell, Canadian Centre for
fulicy Alternatives

For the last two years, the Canadian
Centre f or Policy Alternatives and
CHOICES, a Winnipeg-based social
justice coalition, have sponsored an
Alternative Federal Budget initiative.
Bringing together groups from across
the country, including activists, aca-
demics, and representatives f rom
labour, women's, church, students'
and other social-action groups at both
the national and community levels, the
project seeks to counter the corrosive
orthodoxy of inevitability.

We start f rom the premise that
choices do exist and that budgets are
political documents which reflect the
priorities and values of those who put
them together. We acknowledge that
current realities impose constra¡nts on
national policy. ln devising the alter-
native budget, however, we reject the
neo-liberal line that national govern-
ments are powerless -- in a world of
mobile capital and heavy debt - to do
much except cut, deregulate, privatize
and hope for the best.

Our alternative ref lects a three-
pronged strategy of lob creation, social
investment and rebalancing the tax
system. lt is based on the Premise
that a government can take action,
starting with the Bank of Canada
lowering interest rates and keeping
them low, and holding a greater share
of government debt so that it is

maintained in national rather than
foreign hands. lt includes a number of
proposed measures to regulate capital
flows - for examplg lowering the
current ceiling on the foreign
¡nvestment of tax-subsidized pension
money - as well as measures to
encourage f inancial institutions to
invest in productive (as opposed to
speculativel, employment-creating
activities in Canadian communities,
instead of abroad. lt would halt the
public-sector cuts and begin to rebuild
our damaged social infrastructure.

Finally, our alternative would selec-
tively increase taxes on those groups
that are best able to pay, namely

I,OOO ON
PARLIAMENT HILL
FOR WOMEN'S
MARCH FINALE

by Action Canada Network

After spending a month visiting
some 90 communities across Canada,
the Women's March Against PovertY

arrived in Ottawa on 15 June to a

heroine's welcome The March
consisted of three caravans of women
who had travelled f rom the north,
south, and west of Canada to meet in

the capital. At the March's culmina-
ting event, the National Action
Committee on the Status of Women
(NAC) and the Canadian Labour
Congress (CLC) presented a list of 15
demands to the Canadian government,
including the creation of a Canada
Social Security Act, a National Child
Care Program, a real job-creation
strategy and Cdn$50 million in funding
lor feminist services to end violence'

Thousands of women met the
caravans in Ottawa for two daYs of
celebration, strategizing, meetings and

actions. These women were joined by

their friends and families at Ottawa's
LeBreton Flats, from where more than
8,000 people then marched to
Parliament Hill, carrying the fifteen
demands the final kilometre of the
way. That march was greeted bY the
tune of "Bread and Roses,' sung bY

labour singer legend Arlene Mantle.
Nancy Biche of the Canadian Labour
Congress, Sunera Thobani of the
National Action Committee on the
Status of Women, Franoise David of
the Federation des femmes du Ouebec,
Jennifer Story of the Canadian
Federation of Students, and many other
women inspired people to keep up and
expand the struggle to which the
March has given new life. {'

For more information on the March and its
successet contdct the CLC at
(6131521-3400 or NAC at (4161 932'
1718, or see the web site set up for the
March at http ://www: women. ca/womens-
march.
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SONY CASE SHOWS
SIDE AGREEMENT
INADEOUACY

ln January 1994, workers at the Sony
plant in Nuevo Laredo, Mexico organized
to demand fair union elections and an end
to compulsory work on Saturdays and
Sundays. The official union thwarted the¡r
efforts, and some of the reformers were
f ired by th€ company. When the
remaining workers subsequently tried to
form an independent union, the Mexican
government refused to recognize it, and
the workers involved in that effort were
fired by the company, as well.

ln responsg the Coalition for Justice in
the Maquiladoras (CJM), the lnternational
Labor Rights Fund, the American Friends
Service Committee and the Mexican
Association of Democ¡atic Lawyers joined
to file a complaint on the violation of
worker rights before the U.S. National
Administrative Office (NAO). NAOs were
established in Canada, Mexico and the
United States 1o receive complaints on
labour-rights violations under the North
American Agreem€nt on Labour
Cooperation (NAALC), NAFTA's labour
side agreement.

There heve been three cases presented
before the NAO to date. The other two,
f iled aga¡nst Honeywell and Goneral
Electric, were dismissed early in the
process because the NAO found
insuff icient evidence that th€ Mexican
government had failed to enforce its labour
laws, the key test under the NAALC. ln
this most rec€nt case, the NAO h¡t Sony
with the most "powerful" weapon

available to it for this kind of violation:
consultations on the matter among the
labour ministries of the thr€e countr¡es. ln
the following testimony, presented before
the ministers earlier this year, CJM's
Executive Director, herself f ormerly a

worker at the Sony plant involved in this
case, express€s her evaluation of the NAO
process.

While public consultations were
subsequently held in the United States and
Mexico, they did not result in redress for
any of the affected workers. None of
those fired have been rehired, and the
remaining workers' demands have not
been met. The complainants asked the
NAO to reopen the consultations to deal
with bias that they say exists in the labour
courts of the state of Tamualipas. Their
r€quest has recently been denied by U.S.
Labor Secretary Robert Reích. ô

How the last struggle

of this faih¡re of Mexican
workers rmprove whèn allows them

Arbitration Board fMexican labour
courts
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7l the significant weakening of
the regulations governing
protected natural areas, creating
moreover a new bureaucratic
mechanism in order to give the
appearance of social participation
and eliminating 236 reserves that
protect our best forests and wa-
tersheds;

8) the conversion of the Law
into a remedial tool, which induces
and favors payment for damage to
the environment rather than
favoring a compulsory regime of
prevention of environmental
damage, without even adequatelY
regulating the responsibìlity for
that damage nor the obligation to
restore the environment. More-
over, it institutionalizes disrespect
for the Law allowing, through the
lnf ractions Commission, the
substitution of sanctions provided
f or in the law with falselY

compensatory actions or others
which should legally have been
carried out in any case.

9l the violation of Mexico's
international commitments on
environmental matters, increasing
the possibility of efforts to impose
sanctions from abroad and
contributing to the erosion of
national sovereignty, such that the
reformed law is converted into a

tool to engender foreign
intervention.

ll. All of the above is evidenced in

the texts proposed for the following
articles of the package of reforms of
the Law: articles 1 , 5, 7 , 9, 15, 1 9,
20, 2OY, ll and lll, 21 , 23, 25 to 30,
33, 35, 31 Bis Y 37,38, 42, 44, 46,
48, 50, 52,53,56 Bis,60,61,66,
67,73,76,78,157, 159, 160, 193,
and 194. We therefore alert the
public and the Congress, which is
receiving this initiative f rom the
Executive Branch, as to the con-
sequences of the proposal.

lll. Great irritation and uncertainty
have been created in the environmen-
tal community by the unacceptable
document produced by the INE and
PROFEPA officials. ln the exercise of
the rights of participation and co-re-
sponsibility that the current Law still
provides us, we decidedly and reso-
lutely oppose any bill to reform the
Law that contains these kinds of
characteristics and especially that
reduces the hard-won environmental
rights achieved by civil society in the
last two decades.

lV. Such an assault, perpetrated
against the environmental equilibrium
and conservation of our countrY's
natural resources, must be denounced
before the Federal Attorney General
for Environmental Protection; howev-
er, given that the head of this agency
is one of the authors of the proposal,

it is useless to channel this complaint
to that institution, which leads us to
turn to the public. {'
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Canadian companies are tak¡ng
advantage of this situation, George
Miller of the Mining Association of
Canada recently claimed that
"Canadian companies have made a

commitment to the highest
environmental standards, health and
safety procedures and management
practices, whether they are operating
here in Canada or anywhere in the
world.'

The Calgary-based Nova
Corporation is, however, doing its
best to make a liar out of Miller.
GasAndes, a firm that is majority-
owned by Nova, is constructing a

465-km gas pipeline that will cut
through several ecologically sensitive
areas, as well as several rural
communities in central Chile. lts
work on the pipeline was suspended,
however, pending negotiations with

members of one of the affected
commu-nities, with the family that
owns the local ecological sanctuary
and with environmentalists [see box
belowl. Particularly distressing is the
fact that, prior to the temPorarY
suspension, GasAndes had enlisted
Chile's notorious military police to
provide them with on-site security, a

move which demonstrates the extent
to which Chile's neo-authoritar¡an
state is still responsive to the
demands of foreign business.

Recent comments by Peter Munk,
CEO of the Toronto-based Barrick
Gold Corporation (whose board of
directors includes former Canadian
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney and
former U.S. President George Bushl,
which has invested heavily in Chile
underscore this point. At a share-
holders' meeting in May of this year,
Munk openly praised Pinochet. Later,

when Munk was asked whether he
believed that, in the case of Pinochet,
the ends (namely, rapid capital
expansion) justif ied the means
(namely, state terrorl, he replied, "l
think that it does, because it brought
wealth to an enormous number of
people, I mean... ¡n my terms. lf you
ask somebody who is in iail, he'll say
no, But that's the wonderful thing
about our world: we can have the
freedom to disagree."

With CEOs like Munk leading
Canada's charge into the Chilean
market, and with men like Pinochet
(who is still in command of the armed
forces) clearing a path, many believe
that the Canadian government has a

responsibility to use the current trade
talks to advance worker rights and
protect the environment in both
countries. '3'

NovaGorp Update talks, :to fact that GasAndes now recognizes
them as valid spokespeople in the

to negotiation process. They will have
by Common Frontiers to learn to live, however, with an

unwanted'natural gas pipeline andóf ,ä course , .,

NovaCorp, headquartered in the Caldera with the divisions within the
community left ¡n the wake of the
controvêrsy. Many are trustrated

structing a pipeline from westefn
route of

because: they feel they were not
supported by the government in the
talks. ThëY :also feel that the
*6¿¡¡sss ol the country's environ-
mental law has been clearly demon-
strated and that there is a need for
explicit provisíons to allow effective
public participation early ín the pro-
cess so these problems will not arise

Argentina to Santiago. The
the pipeline was
by the Chilean g
due consideration of sàfér, more 'lt. ', lt wil

mountains

Many residents of San Alfonso, a
in the future.small town located on the southern '

outskirts of Santiag o, opposed
On 17 J

While this episode represents the
construction pläns. first time in Chile history that a com-
more than 150 police and three munity has negotiated directly with
riot mini-tanks faced off w¡th the ss1 a large international company,
300 community members who contend that the affair
joined to block the entrance to the governmènt's
nearby Las Animas Natuie
Sanctuary, through which the free hand in the development of
pipeline had been slated to run. , megåprojects. ln this regard, the

On 18 June, GasAndes met with l
residents of San AJfonso see the

three representatives of the San
Alfonso community. With the âSSís:,: :

tance of the chair of the chileän :

ability of GasAndes to câll upon the
use of police and/or military force to
enforce its economic rights against
community iñterests as raising
sèrious questions about the quality
of Chilean dèmocracy. ,r

House of Representatives, they were ,

able to agree to begin face-to-face
withnegotiations. At the iniliation ,of
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Letter of National and lnternational Solidarity with the Str¡king Lota Coal Miners
The fotlowing letter was dissemÌnated by a on 6 June and delivered

to the Canaãian Embassy the next day in C have. included this letter
in Our Americas as an example of the work anizing around common

issues, Actions sucá as these fac¡l¡tate the building of a hemispheric coalition.

To the Honorable Jean Chretien, Prime Minister of Canada,

To the Parliament of Canada,
To the People of Canada,

In light of the new round of negotiations between Chile and Canada for a bilateral free-trade agreement, the following
organisations would like to state that:

1. Recent events in our country, especially the crisis in the coal-mining sector and the strike of the Lota workers,

illustrate clearly that Chile doðs noi meet the minimum requirements to address the social and environmental costs that

such an agreement would entail;

2, T\e crisis in the coal-mining sector, which affects tens of thousands of workers and a vast region of our country,

illustrates that Chile does not Èave adequate mechanisms to meet the requirements implicit in a free-trade agreement.

The absense and/or limited nature and the inadequacy of Productive Restructuring Funds, Compensation Funds and

Retraining Funds once again provide evidence thät the liberalisation of the economy is being effected_at the expense of
workers u'o¿ tn" poorest-sectórs. There are no mechanisms to deal with the regional impact of these decisions and the

effects of increased globalization;

3. The Lota strike demonstrates that this country does not respect ILO conventions guaranteeing labour rights, in
particular protections against :

* mass flrrings without cause,
* a pattern of suppression of labour rights, and
* the repeated use of illegal anti-union practices in the private sector.

Therefore, since the bilateral agreement with Canada is a precursor to Chile's accession to NAFTA, and since neither

this bilateial agreement nor NÀFTA offer adequate mechanisms to safeguard labour rights and the environment, we ask

that you rorp"ãd negotiations until such time ai there can be effective guarantees that the national benefits of free trade

will not come at the expense of workers and Chileaus in the popular sector.

UNION COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON NAFTA AND OTHER TRADE BLOCS

Colegio de Profesores A,G.
Confederación Bancaria
Confederación de Empleados Particulare¡ (CEPCIÐ
Confederación Minera
Confederación Nacional Sindical Unit¿ria y del Agro El Surco
Confederación Nacional de Trabajadores Metalúrgicos,

(CONSTRAMEÐ
Confederación de la Construcción
Confederación Nacional de Trabajadores del Transporte (CON(.!.I-Ð
Confederación Textil (CONTEXTIL)
Confederación Bancaria
Confederación de Trabajadores del Comercio y el Vestuario

(coNFECOVE)
Confederación Nacional de Trabajadores de la Salud (CONFENATS)
Coordinadora de Sindicatos de Base Cerrillos-Maipú
Dirección General del Crédito Prendario
Empresa Cámara de Comercio de Santiago
Federación Nacional de Trabajadores
Federación del PlÁetico ( FUTRAPLAST )
Federación de Trabajadores de la Sextra región (FETRASER)
Federación de Trabajadores del Club Hípico
Federación Nacional de Sindicatos de Trabajadores (FENASIÐ
Federación Nacional de Sindicatos de ENAMI (FENASEÐ
FRAYME -I'a Cru2,5' Región
Red Chile de Acción por una Iniciativa de los Pueblos (RECHIP)

(CODEPU, Taller Piret, IEP, Servicio Chileno Cuáqueros )
Sindicalo CIC

Sindicato No2 COCESA
Sindicato Nol COCESA
Sindicato Administrsción de Edificios, Región Metropolitana
Sindicato No I de ENAMI - Ven[anas
Sindicato FAS,
Sindicato lnter Textil
Sindicato No3 Centenario
Sindicato Nacional Banco O'Higgins
Sindic¡to de Trabajadores de Manufacturas de Polietileno
Sindicato Caja de Compen¡ación 18 de Septiembre
Sindicato Johnson'¡ No I
Sindicato No2 Banco de Chile
Sindicato MAPOLENOSindicato Porcelanas Florencia
Sindicato Good Year
Sindicato Universal Plastics
Sindicato Agro Maule
Sindicato Frigorífi cos O' Higgins
Sindicato No I Ferroca¡riles
VIR Comunicaciones

with the suppon oJ the Jollowing Canadìan organisations:

United Steel Workers
Communications, Energy and Paper Workers (CEP)
Common Frontiers
Canadian Environmental I¡w As¡ociation
Inter-Church Committee on Human Rights

(rccHRLA)

(cELA)
in l¡tin America
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Thank you for your interest in ()ll[Allt[lü(. lf you would like to receive the newsletter
on a regular basis, please return this form to the address below,

lwould like to be placed on the ()[lRAlltßl0f mailing list.
I have enclosed a check for $5.00 made payable to: The Development GAP

Name:

Organization:

Address:

City: State: _Zþ: Country:

Phone: Fax: E-Mail:

OtlRAfltßt0f
c/o The Development GAP
927 Fifteenth Street, NW - 4th Floor
Washington, DC 2OOO5

USA


